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ligand-gated ion channels (LGICs, Fig.1) [1,3]
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Fig. 3: Distribution of the distances
between the desflurane and the center
of the cavity.
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Fig. 4: Decision tree that aims to split WT and mutant channels.
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• Y197 and I198 could play a key role
• 2 «key» residues (red on Fig. 5) might

not be as

important as anticipated

• GAs





«pushing» M2 seems unlikely as we don’t

see any difference between the contacts of the
WT and mutant channels (Fig. 5 & 8)



Conclusion - Perspectives
• More

statistics is needed to conclude on the potential effect of

anesthetic concentration

• More

statistics is needed to study the GLIC-propofol interaction

(with WT MD simulations

• Long
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• E. Lindahl et al. see this site too! (poster B351)
• Several other binding sites suggested[6,7]



 



 

2 binding sites? 3 sites? more?

Fig. 6: Evolution of the distance between propofol and the
center of the inter-subunit site.

Fig. 5: Normalized number of contacts between the protein
and the desflurane. Comparison between WT and T255A
mutant. Key residues suggested by crystallography are
highlighted in red, contributing residues in blue.
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Figure 2 | Residues of the binding site. Sites for propofol (right) and desflurane
(left), viewed from the membrane (top panels with M4 helix removed), and from
the ECD domain (lower panels with ECD removed). Residues bordering the
pocket and contributing to binding are depicted as blue or red (mutated positions)
sticks. SigmaA weighted Fourier difference maps 2Fo 2 Fc contoured at 1.5s
around the anaesthetics molecules are represented as a blue mesh.

• Setup
All atom MD simulations: anesthetic + GLIC + membrane
•
General
anaesthetic
inhibition
of GLIC.
desflurane, mutagenesis data match the charbound
toFor
GLIC
• Either 1 or 5 GAs
cavity
acteristics of its binding site in the X-ray structure well, with no significant
effect when the relatively
distant positions
202 and 242 are
configurations
determined
by clustering
• 125 different GA
mutated, and a strong impairing effect when mutating T255, which
Linking tunnel
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desflurane,
into an alanine. In contrast, for prosame
as
in
[1]
• Protonation state
pofol, both positions 202 and 255 contact propofol, but only mutation
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from mutant channels using MD-based descriptors.



Methods: Extensive Sampling Close To The Crystal Structure
M4

• Statistical clustering methods can’t discriminate wildt-type
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«an allosteric effect could prevent GA molecules to go deep inside a cavity once a

• Fig. 3 does not show such a behavior, a cooperative effect could even exist (ongoing work).



bound to it: desflurane & propofol [5]
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• Hypothesis:

neighbor cavity is filled»

Structural and functional models of signal
transduction in the nervous system.
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Bacterial homologues of eukaryotic pentameric
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Fig. 1 (left): Side view of
G LF CI C O i nF c a r t o o n
Desflurane
re
presentation
(anesthetics shown as
spheres).
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Overview

Project website: http://www.baaden.ibpc.fr/projects/glic/

simulations could provided additional informations on

anesthetic induced conformational changes
Fig. 7: Propofol density averaged over
an 8 ns MD. Highlighting both intra and
inter-subunit sites.

• Interactive

simulations using virtual reality could provide a

additional insight in the paths from the solvent to the cavity.
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Fig 8: Cavity colored with respect to
the number of contacts with
desflurane
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